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October 14, 2021           364-20 
      

Ontario Street and Greenlane, Lincoln  
PLZBA20210059 

Response to Public Comments 
 

UrbanSolutions Planning & Land Development Consultants Inc. (UrbanSolutions) is the authorized 
planning consultant for Greenlane Joint Venture Inc. (c/o Peter DeSantis Sr.) (Owner). The Zoning By-law 
amendment was circulated to adjacent land owners within 120m of the lands located at the North East 
Corner of Ontario Street and Greenlane, Town of Lincoln Roll Number 262201002205000 (Subject Lands) 
and was open to comments from the public.     
 
Thirty-eight (38) public comments were received upon the first submission for the Zoning By-law 
Amendment (PLZBA20210059) application. The comments were received, reviewed, and categorized into 
five different themes in order to respond to the main areas of concern.  
 

Building Height 

The theme of building height was brought forward by 19 people highlighting concerns of compatibility, 

property value, and privacy of nearby properties.  

 

The first submission of the subject application included an Urban Design Brief which was produced by 

Whitehouse Urban Design. First, the building has been designed with an elegant and contemporary style 

which presents classic undertones that pick-up on neighbourhood aesthetics. The design further reflects 

the heritage character of the Central business district as emphasized in the Urban Design Brief. Moreover, 

the building is located at an intersection that is identified in the Beamsville GO Secondary Plan as a Major 

Gateway. As such, the corner massing and articulation promotes visual interest, develops a street anchor, 

and improves visibility for Ontario Street and Greenlane which is intended to act as a prominent gateway 

intersection into the community. The Urban Design Brief also notes that the proposed development 

complies with all provincial, regional and local policies such as the streetscape recommendations made in 

the Beamsville GO Transit Station Secondary Plan.  

 

To ensure compatibility with the existing residential development to the south, a front yard setback of 

1.5m metres is proposed to Greenlane. In response to the concerns raised purely about the building’s 

height, a tiered design has been incorporated into the building. As shown on the revised Concept Plan, 

the 10 storey portion of the building has been brought closer to Ontario St. so that it will be interacting 

predominantly with that streetscape and remain an influential component of the “Gateway” as discussed 

within the Town’s GO Transit Secondary Plan. While the tiered portion of the building fronting onto 

Greenlane has not only been reduced in height to 8 storeys, but, has also incorporated “Walk-outs” to 

provide a more suitable transition. This allows for a more compatible streetscape along Greenlane which 

already accompanies existing residential dwellings. The transition in built form and these stepbacks have 

been informed by the 45 degree angular plane analysis included in the submission package. As illustrated, 

the 8th story component nearly complies with the 45 degree policy at 80% of the right-of-way and is below 
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the 45 degree plan when taken at the south side of the right-of-way. While the 10 storey portion does 

breach the plane, it only does so for a small portion of the overall built form. And further, the interface at 

the breach is with residential front yards, not rear yard, private amenity space. 

 

There is no research demonstrating the height of proposed development would impact the property value 
of adjacent properties.  
 

Density  
Similar to height, the theme of density was brought forward by 10 people of the public suggesting an 
increase of density within the area would adversely affect quality of life and property value. 
 
Firstly, as outlined in the Provincial Policy document  A Place to Grow: Growth Plan for the Greater Golden 
Horseshoe, 2019 the region of Niagara is forecasted to have a population of 674,000 by the year 2051. In 
addition to this, the Region of Niagara has also forecasted the Town of Lincoln to have the following 
populations over the following years: 
 

Year Total Population 

2021 9,340 

2026 9,840 

2031 10,400 

 
As such, the proposed development will positively contribute to the Population Forecast projections laid 
out in both Provincial and Regional Policy frameworks. 
  
The comment response to building height also adequately address the concerns relating to density.  
 

Shadow/Shade  

A shadow/shade concern was brought forward by one person from the public. 

 

A Sun Shadow Study was provided by KNYMH Inc. which analyzed the impact of a proposed development 

upon adjacent properties, streets, and public spaces at the subject lands. The impact was also measured 

during all four seasons.  

 

During the Summer Very early morning shadow casts onto the commercial properties to the west of 

Ontario St, however this shadow will be generally off of those properties by 9:30 am, therefore very 

minimal impact. Early morning shadow casts onto Ontario St and it’s sidewalks, however this shadow will 

be generally off of those properties by 10:30 am, therefore very minimal impact on the public realm. 

Evening shadow, after roughly 7:00pm, casts onto the front yards of the residential properties South of 

Greenlane Rd. As these properties have been unaffected for the remainder of the day, this evening 

shadow on the front yards as the sun sets is a minimal impact on the private properties. 
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During the Spring and fall, Early morning shadow casts onto the commercial properties to the west of 

Ontario St, however this shadow will be generally off of those properties by 10:30 am, therefore very 

minimal impact. Early morning shadow casts onto Ontario St and it’s sidewalks, however this shadow will 

be generally off of those properties by roughly 11:30 am, therefore very minimal impact on the public 

realm. 

 

During the Winter, early morning shadow casts onto the industrial properties to the Northwest/North, 

however this shadow will be generally off of those properties by 10:00 am, therefore very minimal impact. 

Early morning shadow casts onto Ontario St and it’s sidewalks, however this shadow will be generally off 

of those properties by roughly 11:00 am, therefore very minimal impact on the public realm. Early 

afternoon/evening shadow casts onto the industrial properties to the Northeast/North, however due to 

the industrial nature of the properties this is minimal impact during the winter.  

 

In general, with the building being situated on the Northeast street quadrant, surrounded by commercial 

and industrial lands to the West, North, and East, and is set back of the private realm the overall impact 

is very minimal.  

 

Traffic  

21 different area residents raised concerns with increased traffic along Ontario Street and Greenlane, 

active transportation, and parking as a result of the development. 

 

A Transportation Impact Study was prepared by NexTrans Consulting Engineers and concluded that the 

proposed development can adequately be accommodated by the existing transportation network. Under 

the future total conditions, which is similar to the existing and future background conditions, all 

intersections considered are expected to operate at acceptable levels of service.  

 

Several people also brought forward concerns of active transportation and the lack of cycling 

infrastructure in the area. As noted in NexTrans’ report, the Town of Lincoln Active Transportation 

Strategy (ATS) indicates that bicycle lanes are being proposed on Ontario Street south of Greenlane, in-

boulevard pathway along Ontario Street north of Greenlane and signed routes along Greenlane and other 

collector streets in the area. Furthermore, as displayed on the updated Concept Plan Greenlane will 

incorporate the required bike lanes along the frontage of the property. This will connect to the future 

active transportation network that is envisioned by the Town.  

 

Moreover, concerns for parking were also brought up for the proposed development and the future 

tenants of the building. The Town of Lincoln Comprehensive Zoning By-law No. 93-14-Z1 parking 

requirements under Section 7 require 1.0 space/unit is required for residential component, and 1.0 space 

per 30m2 for retail space. Based on these requirements, the proposed development is required to provide 

a total of 378 vehicle parking spaces (370 for residents, 8 for retail).  

Due to concerns in parking, the updated concept now a total of 450 total parking spaces (71 additional 
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spaces beyond the required) 439 of which are dedicated towards residential and 11 for commercial. The 

development now provides a parking ratio of 1.2 spaces per residential unit. 

 

Character/ Development Type 

Four different residents raised concerns that the type of development was not in keeping with the 

character or the town. 

The Urban Design Brief produced by Whitehouse Urban Design which was able to speak towards to the 

character of the development. Firstly, as noted in the preliminary rendering produced by the architect 

(KNYMH), red brick detailing at the ground floor creates a complementary aesthetic with the similar red 

brick detailing found on nearby homes. This red brick façade also reflects the heritage character of the 

Central Business District. As previously mentioned, the building will be located at the intersection 

identified as a Major Gateway within the GO Transit Secondary Plan. With both Greenlane and Ontario 

Street are identified as locations for major street scape improvements. Since the building is aligned at 

both street frontages, the corner massing and articulation will promote visual interest, develop a street 

anchor, and improve visibility for Ontario Street and Greenlane, the Major Gateway.  

 

Public Engagement Conclusion  

Through the use micro-site, transparent access to the supporting material has proven to be a valuable 

engagement tool resulting in only eight letters of concern from all property owners within the 120 metres 

statutory circulation area. The micro-site together with this comment response have provided an 

appropriate engagement process and we look forward to its conclusion with the statutory public meeting. 


